PowerStudio® is saving Barts and The London NHS
Trust £10,000 a month whilst tailoring the powersaving policies to suit their business needs

Case Study

Public Sector - NHS

By using PowerStudio® Barts
and the London NHS Trust have
quantified evidence of the savings
which have been made and
reduced the number of carbon
credit purchases required under the
CRC scheme
The Challenge

Customer Profile
Barts and the London NHS Trust is one of Britain’s
leading healthcare providers.
With 7,500 employees the hospitals’ full portfolio
of specialist centres includes the country’s biggest
heart attack centre, one of Europe’s most advanced
Cancer centres, one of the UK’s largest children’s
hospitals and a highly successful fertility centre.
Barts is Britain’s oldest hospital and the School
of Medicine and Dentistry was the country’s first.
Referrals are received from overseas and throughout
the UK, but the majority of the 700,376 annual
attendances are patients living locally.

• Numerous PCs – Clinical and Non-Clinical
• PC’s spread across multiple locations
• Various staff work patterns for power
management policies to accommodate
• Finding a simple solution that could be easily
deployed to 5,550 PC’s and Laptops
• A solution with strong reporting features that
provides evidence of money and carbon savings
• To reduce the amount of Carbon Credits being
purchased and provide evidence under the CRC
Scheme

• To improve the organisation’s green credentials

Solutions Summary
By working closely with the team at Barts and the London
NHS Trust, Certero were able to understand their requirements
and present a detailed evaluation. Within 2 weeks the solution
had proven on its ability to deliver, providing strong evidence
of PC usage across the estate – and more importantly, the
savings to be made.
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The Solution

What the Customer Says

During the Free 30 Day Trial the team at Barts and the London NHS
Trust realised that they required a simple to deploy solution that could
be centrally managed and deployed to deliver cost saving reports.
When the evaluation was presented, Certero were able to discover a
high overnight power waste - 85% - which meant the potential energy
savings could recoup the cost of the solution within 4 months.

“The free 30 day trial provided a strong analysis of the key data required
to prove there was a power saving issue that needed addressing. The
results from the trial quantified the evidence for the savings to be made
and the quick return on investment made the solution very attractive.

With the entire PC estate encomapssing up to 26 buildings, the
solution needed to apply multiple power saving policies to various
organisational units.

PowerStudio® is easy to deploy and engages staff. It is a solution
that all organisations should consider as it provides all the necessary
functionality to reduce energy and significantly decrease carbon
usage.”

PowerStudio® solution enabled:
Fiona Daly, Environmental Manager
• Easy client deployment using the web-based administration
console
• Automatic saving, closing and opening of applications and
documents meaning no documents are lost
• Additional savings created during working hours by powering
down monitors when idle
Since implementing the solution and applying policies, the Trust have
saved £28,785.40 and an estimated 206 tonnes saving of CO2 in the
first quarter, contributing to the government target of a 10% carbon
reduction by 2015.

The Benefits
• Return on Investment within 4 Months
• Free 30 Day Trial provided key data for the savings to be
made
• Involves the user community in carbon reduction initiatives
within the organisation
• Raises the profile of the organisation by recognising green
credentials
• Reduces the number of carbon credit purchases by identifying
annual carbon usage

Certero Products are Compatible with Windows® 7 and have been
tested to meet all of the technical requirements to be Compatible
with Windows® 7.

About Certero
Certero is a Leading specialist in Software Asset Management, PC
Power Management and Password Reset solutions and Services.
With Offices and Partners globally we provide innovative solutions
to help our customers drive out complexities and costs with a
rapid Return on Investment in the region of 4-6 months.
As a Microsoft Partner with three Gold competencies, Software
Asset Management, Independent Software Vendor (ISV), Data
Platform and Oracle Gold Partner status, Certero solutions and
services are all designed with the end user in mind. AssetStudio®
makes complex administration a thing of the past and the wonderful
user interface becomes today’s reality. And our customers think
so too: With 100% customer satisfaction reported in our latest
customer survey we continue to raise the bar and offer unparalleled
customer support.
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